**Make a Difference**

The book focuses on making a difference in a community setting.

**SELECTION 1:** "Jane Addams: Champion of the Poor"—a biography about Jane Addams and the impact she had as a social reformer

**SELECTION 2:** "Stone Soup"—a fable about the importance of sharing with one another

**SELECTION 3:** "Community Gardens Make a Difference"—an opinion piece about how community gardens can make a difference in a number of ways

430L—6 pack 9780736294751
550L—6 pack 9780736294768
690L—6 pack 9780736294775
840L—6 pack 9780736294782

---

**Dinosaurs**

The focus of this book is on dinosaurs and other prehistoric creatures.

**SELECTION 1:** "What Happened to the Dinosaurs?"—a science article about three theories of how dinosaurs became extinct

**SELECTION 2:** "Digging Up the Past"—a third-person narrative about a field paleontologist's discovery of a mosasaur on a Nebraska ranch

**SELECTION 3:** "Extreme Dinosaurs"—a science article about some of the world's most extreme and unusual plants

430L—6 pack 9780736294799
530L—6 pack 9780736294805
680L—6 pack 9780736294812
840L—6 pack 9780736294829

---

**Amazing Plants**

This book explores the amazing world of plants.

**SELECTION 1:** "The King's Tree"—a myth about how the mango tree came to be

**SELECTION 2:** "Extreme Plants"—a science article about some of the world's most extreme and unusual plants

**SELECTION 3:** "The Plant Hunt"—a play about a class trip to a botanic garden

450L—6 pack 9780736294836
570L—6 pack 9780736294843
710L—6 pack 9780736294850
820L—6 pack 9780736294867

---

**All Together Now**

This book takes a look at the value of working together.

**SELECTION 1:** "Together"—a poem about people working together to create a thriving community

**SELECTION 2:** "The Argument"—a realistic fiction story about how one group of students learned a lesson in collaboration from a colony of harvester ants

**SELECTION 3:** "Helping Hands"—An opinion piece about Habitat for Humanity

420L—6 pack 9780736294874
540L—6 pack 9780736294881
710L—6 pack 9780736294898
840L—6 pack 9780736294904
**Mixed-Up Matter**

This book takes a humorous look at mixing matter.

**SELECTION 1:** "Milo, Simon, and the Barking Gloop"—a humorous fiction story about what happens when a kid scientist adds a secret ingredient to a simple mixture

**SELECTION 2:** "How to Make Gloop"—a how-to article that provides the steps to make gloop, a silly-putty-like substance

**SELECTION 3:** "Milo, Simon, and the Giant Eruption"—a humorous fiction story about kid scientists Milo and Simon, who continue their misadventures with matter

380L—6 pack 9780736294911
490L—6 pack 9780736294928
640L—6 pack 9780736294935
800L—6 pack 9780736294942

---

**Birthday Celebrations**

The focus of this book is on birthday traditions.

**SELECTION 1:** "International Birthday Bash"—a social studies article that explores birthday traditions around the world

**SELECTION 2:** "How to Make a Rainbow Cake"—a how-to article outlines the steps for making a color version of a birthday tradition—the birthday cake

450L—6 pack 9780736294959
570L—6 pack 9780736294966
720L—6 pack 9780736294973
840L—6 pack 9780736294980

---

**Forces of Nature**

The focus of this book is that water is one of the forces of nature that shapes Earth's surface.

**SELECTION 1:** "Paul Bunyan and Babe the Blue Ox"—a folk tale presented in a graphic story format that tells how Paul and Babe formed the 10,000 lakes in Minnesota, the Great Lakes, and the Grand Canyon

**SELECTION 2:** "Water's Might"—a science article that explains the power water has had on shaping Earth's surface

450L—6 pack 9780736294997
580L—6 pack 9780736295000
720L—6 pack 9780736295017
810L—6 pack 9780736295024

---

**Onward!**

This book takes a look at Antarctica and explorers of that continent.

**SELECTION 1:** "Bottom of the World"—three haiku poems that describe Antarctica

**SELECTION 2:** "The Heroic Age of Antarctic Exploration"—a history article about this heroic age, with a focus on Scott, Amundsen, and Shackleton

**SELECTION 3:** "Andrew's Antarctic Adventure"—a third-person narrative about a modern-day Antarctic explorer—digital nomad, Andrew Evans

400L—6 pack 9780736295031
490L—6 pack 9780736295048
670L—6 pack 9780736295055
820L—6 pack 9780736295062
It’s a Home Run

The focus of this book is on baseball and baseball traditions.

SELECTION 1: “Take Me Out to the Ball Game”—lyrics to the song

SELECTION 2: “The Old Ball Game”—a history article about baseball, a few of its traditions, and several famous players

SELECTION 3: “Baseball Around the World”—a sports article that tells where around the world baseball is played; some international players that are in the U.S. Hall of Fame; info on the World Baseball Classic

Lend Me a Paw

This book is about service animals, therapy animals, and guide dogs.

SELECTION 1: “Animals Can!”—a social studies article that tells about the different classification of animals that help humans, such as service animals, guide dogs, and beasts of burden/pack animals

SELECTION 2: “The Navy Marine Mammal Program”—an opinion piece about the pros and cons of this service program

SELECTION 3: “One Smart Dog”—a personal narrative about a woman and her guide dog

High Points

This is a book about the high points in the U.S. (mostly), with first-hand and second-hand accounts of an expedition that a young boy had climbing the high points in all 50 states.

SELECTION 1: “Up High”—A short reference article about the world’s highest summits and the 50 high points in the U.S.

SELECTION 2: “The 50-50-50 Expedition”—a personal narrative that is written as a first-hand account by a young boy who had an adventure climbing the 50 high points in the 50 states in fewer than 50 days

SELECTION 3: “Kaylee’s Account”—a personal narrative that is written as a second-hand account by the 50-50-50 boy’s sister, Kaylee, who gives her take on her brother’s expedition.

Nature’s Genius

The focus of this book is biomimicry—how people have copied nature to create products that solve problems.

SELECTION 1: “Mimicking Nature”—a science article that gives different examples of products that copy nature’s genius, such as material that mimics shark skin so swimmers can swim faster.

SELECTION 2: “Rain Gardens to the Rescue”—an opinion piece that tells how rain gardens can help prevent runoff

SELECTION 3: “Biobots”—a science article about robots that have been created to mimic animals’ movements (and again to solve problems)
Animals Invade!
This book is about invasive species, specifically the cane toad in Australia.

**SELECTION 1:** "Invasive Species Everywhere!"—a humorous poem about invasive species

**SELECTION 2:** "Toadal Takeover"—a science article on the cane toad and how it has become a real problem in Australia

**SELECTION 3:** "Lila’s Smile"—a fantasy story about a cane toad that wants to return to the cane toad’s native land in South America

- 520L—6 pack  9780736295536
- 670L—6 pack  9780736295543
- 780L—6 pack  9780736295550
- 900L—6 pack  9780736295567

The Quest
The book has three selections that focus on a quest.

**SELECTION 1:** "Jason and the Golden Fleece"—a graphic version of the myth of Jason and the Argonauts’ quest for the golden fleece

**SELECTION 2:** "Dreams of Treasure"—a folk tale about a poor man’s dream that leads him to treasure

**SELECTION 3:** "Geocaching: A High-Tech Treasure Hunt"—a how-to article that outlines the procedure for finding a geocache using the Internet and GPS

- 470L—6 pack  9780736295574
- 640L—6 pack  9780736295581
- 830L—6 pack  9780736295598
- 940L—6 pack  9780736295604

Moon Mysteries
The focus of this book is the phases of the moon and partial lunar eclipses.

**SELECTION 1:** "The Sock Sneak Mystery"—a fun play set at a summer camp; kids figure out who the sock sneak is using the phases of the moon to figure out when it will be darkest (new moon), which is when the sock sneak strikes

**SELECTION 2:** "Observing the Moon"—a brief science article that discusses the phases of the moon and eclipses

**SELECTION 3:** "The Fire Dog That Bites the Moon"—a Korean folk tale that attempts to “explain” what happens during an eclipse of the moon

- 560L—6 pack  9780736295611
- 680L—6 pack  9780736295628
- 800L—6 pack  9780736295635
- 930L—6 pack  9780736295642

Worth Saving
This book is about endangered and extinct species.

**SELECTION 1:** "Every Living Thing"—a science article that looks at endangered and extinct species

**SELECTION 2:** "Saving Pulduino Pond"—a realistic fiction story about kids in Oregon who save their mosquito-ridden pond by using the chubb minnow (an endangered species) to try to solve the problem

**SELECTION 3:** "STARS Wild and Free"—a funny, fantasy story about ugly endangered animals that band together to make a documentary to call attention to their plight—even ugly animals are “worth saving”

- 500L—6 pack  9780736295659
- 660L—6 pack  9780736295666
- 800L—6 pack  9780736295673
- 930L—6 pack  9780736295680
Many Cultures
This book takes a look at the influences of many cultures from around the world.

SELECTION 1: “A Nation of Many Cultures”—a history article about immigrants that have come to the U.S. and influenced the culture with various festivals, traditions, etc.

SELECTION 2: “Lion Dances and Dim Sum”—an opinion piece written by a woman who adopted a son from China

SELECTION 3: “Tricksters Everywhere You Turn”—various trickster folk tales from around the world

Catch the Light
This book takes a different look at light and darkness in our days and nights.

SELECTION 1: “Bright Lights Have a Dark Side”—a science article about the loss of the night sky because of bright lights—is all of that night light too much of a good thing?

SELECTION 2: “The Light Catchers”—a realistic fiction story that includes a fantasy story-within-a-story that is told by a grandfather who tries to explain the 24 hours of darkness that happens in the winter in Barrow, Alaska

SELECTION 3: “Daylight Saving Time—Pro or Con?”—an opinion piece that looks at both sides of Daylight Saving Time

Connections to Nature
The book shows how two people—past and present—have had their own connection to nature in the Sierra Nevada.

SELECTION 1: “John’s Rambles”—a history article that gives an account of John Muir’s first trek in the High Sierras of California in the 1880s

SELECTION 2: “Wiffle Chicken’s Hike”—a personal narrative of one hiker’s journey along the John Muir Trail

SELECTION 3: “The Zones of Yosemite”—a reference article about plants and animals in 5 zones of elevation in Yosemite National Park

Speak Out
This book focuses on the power of communication—the written word and the spoken word.

SELECTION 1: “Getting the Word Out”—a social studies article about methods of communication across many eras

SELECTION 2: “The Power of Speech”—a history article about speeches that have made history

SELECTION 3: “How to Plan a Presentation”—a how-to article about how to plan an effective presentation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Pack Size</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>750L</td>
<td>6 pack</td>
<td>9780736295994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>820L</td>
<td>6 pack</td>
<td>9780736296007</td>
</tr>
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<td>900L</td>
<td>6 pack</td>
<td>9780736296014</td>
</tr>
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<td>1010L</td>
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<td>9780736296021</td>
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<td>9780736296038</td>
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<td>6 pack</td>
<td>9780736296045</td>
</tr>
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<td>920L</td>
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<td>9780736296052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>990L</td>
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<td>9780736296069</td>
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<td>750L</td>
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<td>9780736296076</td>
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<td>9780736296083</td>
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<td>940L</td>
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<td>9780736296090</td>
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<td>1010L</td>
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<td>9780736296106</td>
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</table>
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<td>750L</td>
<td>6 pack</td>
<td>9780736296113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>830L</td>
<td>6 pack</td>
<td>9780736296120</td>
</tr>
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Watery World

This book explores the watery worlds of two very different and amazing sea creatures.

SELECTION 1: "Creatures of the Deep"—a science article about whales and the octopuses

SELECTION 2: "Sea Warrior"—a fantasy about the misadventures of a young octopus

SELECTION 3: "Charlie's Dream"—a fantasy linked to one boy's anticipated whale watching trip

730L—6 pack 9780736296151
800L—6 pack 9780736296168
900L—6 pack 9780736296175
980L—6 pack 9780736296182

The Old West

The focus of this book is the Old West—both real and legendary.

SELECTION 1: "Home on the Range"—a look at the lyrics of this well-known western song

SELECTION 2: "Cowboy History"—a social studies article about the history of the cowboy

SELECTION 3: "Annie Oakley and the Wild West Show"—historical fiction in a graphic story format that tells about the life of Annie Oakley and her rise to stardom in Buffalo Bill Cody's Wild West show

630L—6 pack 9780736296199
780L—6 pack 9780736296205
890L—6 pack 9780736296212
980L—6 pack 9780736296229

Transformers

This book explores the concept of transformation—how small and large communities can find ways to repair, repurpose, and artistically craft something beautiful and new out of the old.

SELECTION 1: "The Quilters of Gee's Bend"—a social studies article that looks at how generations of women in Gee's Bend created original quilting styles using recycled materials and transformed the tradition of quilting

SELECTION 2: "Sock Monkeys!"—a how-to article on transforming an ordinary pair of socks into an adorable stuffed animal

SELECTION 3: "Urban Transformations"—a social studies article that looks at urban design projects in the cities of Seoul, South Korea and New York City that turned undesirable and abandoned areas into beautiful, park-like community settings

700L—6 pack 9780736296236
790L—6 pack 9780736296243
890L—6 pack 9780736296250
990L—6 pack 9780736296267

Moving into the Future

This book offers a look at transportation history, leads the reader to the most innovative transportation developments of today, and playfully considers what the future may be like.

SELECTION 1: "Cars of the Future Are Here!"—a science article that examines 5 differently-engineered cars and their sources for fuel or energy

SELECTION 2: "Moving Across, Below, and Up"—a social studies article that takes a look at transportation history and the most innovative vehicles for land, water, and air travel

SELECTION 3: "Zipping Around"—a play set far into the future where kids find an old box of parts to a vehicle they've never before encountered

780L—6 pack 9780736296274
830L—6 pack 9780736296281
920L—6 pack 9780736296298
1000L—6 pack 9780736296304
Hidden Discoveries
Physical Science
Each of these articles is linked together by the topic of hidden discoveries.

SELECTION 1: “A Warrior’s Gold”—This third-person narrative allows you to learn about the burial, discovery, and study of a collection of golden artifacts. The narrative explains how Terry Herbert used the property of magnetism to make this amazing discovery in the English countryside.

SELECTION 2: “Uncovering a Past Disaster”—This science article tells the facts about the work that Dr. Beverly Goodman, National Geographic Explorer, does in Caesarea in present-day Israel. Dr. Goodman is searching for clues from the past to see what happened at the port of Caesarea long ago.

SELECTION 3: “All that Glitters”—This science article takes you on a tour to find mixtures containing precious materials and to understand their properties.

530L—6 pack 9781285824383
650L—6 pack 9781285824383
790L—6 pack 9781285824406

Keep Out! Keep Away! Life Science
The focus of this book is on harmful plants and animals.

SELECTION 1: “Pesky Pests”—This science article tells about four kinds of animals that are often unwelcome guests in our homes—or hair! It also tells what you can do to keep these pests away from your home.

SELECTION 2: “Watch Out for Wasps!”—This science article tells how wasps live and why some wasps can be dangerous. You’ll read details about two common wasps—bald-faced hornets and yellowjackets.

SELECTION 3: “Poisonous Plants”—This reference article has descriptions, photos, and maps that will help you identify three dangerous plants—poison oak, poison ivy, and poison sumac. It also tells you how to avoid getting a painful rash from these plants.

Big Storm Earth Science
The topic of this book is hurricanes.

SELECTION 1: “Hurricane Katrina”—Read a news-style report of one of the worst hurricanes in recent history. The article follows the storm’s development over the Atlantic Ocean, its landfall on the Gulf Coast, and the damage caused to communities in the storm’s path including New Orleans.

SELECTION 2: “Protecting New Orleans”—A process article describing the steps taken to rebuild the levees protecting New Orleans.

SELECTION 3: “Into the Eye of a Hurricane”—An interview with United States Air Force Hurricane Hunters, provides an in depth look at the work done to forecast hurricanes and the research being done to understand these storms better.

580L—6 pack 9781285824239
720L—6 pack 9781285824246
840L—6 pack 9781285824253

Cool Caves Physical Science
This book topic is on caves and how they form.

SELECTION 1: “The World of Caves”—This science article tells about how different kinds of caves form and the process they have in common.

SELECTION 2: “The Blue Holes of the Bahamas”—This science article takes you on an exploration of some underwater caves in the Bahamas. It describes how they form and what makes them special.

SELECTION 3: “Dive Connection”—This third-person narrative allows you to experience the dangers of long, deep dives in underwater cave tunnels.

590L—6 pack 9781285824260
740L—6 pack 9781285824277
840L—6 pack 9781285824284
Tricks, Traps, and Tools  Life Science

Each of these articles is linked together by the topic of structures and behaviors that help living things survive.

SELECTION 1: “Tricks”—This reference article helps you identify ways that animals' colors and shapes protect them from other animals. You'll read about animals that look like their surroundings. You'll meet animals that are brightly colored. Finally, you'll meet animals whose looks will surprise you.

SELECTION 2: “Traps”—This science article tells you about strange-looking plants that make their living by trapping animals.

SELECTION 3: “Tools”—This science article introduces you to animals that use rocks and other objects to carry out different tasks. Some of these animals are born knowing how to use tools. Others must learn how to use them.

550L—6 pack 9781285824536
680L—6 pack 9781285824543
810L—6 pack 9781285824550

Mountains, Valleys, and Plains  Earth Science

This book is about landforms.

SELECTION 1: “Earth’s Landforms”—This reference article will give you details about some different landforms found on Earth's surface. It also introduces three locations featured in the other selections in the book.

SELECTION 2: “Andes Mountains”—This science article focuses on an area in South America. It tells about the physical features of one of Earth's great mountain ranges, and how people adapt to live on this landform.

SELECTION 3: “Rhine Valley”—A science article about the natural features of this European valley and what it is like to live there.

570L—6 pack 9781285824505
710L—6 pack 9781285824512
860L—6 pack 9781285824529

Roller Coasters  Physical Science

Each of the articles in this book are linked together by the topic of roller coasters.

SELECTION 1: “The History of Roller Coasters”—This history article tells you about some of the earliest roller coasters. Then it highlights certain ones over the years that have new features or designs.

SELECTION 2: “Wild Coasters”—This science article visits three roller coasters that are the “most” in speed, height, and length. The article also explains how they accomplish that feat.

SELECTION 3: “How to Make a Model Roller Coaster”—This how-to article provides directions for you to follow to make your own model roller coaster.

620L—6 pack 9781285824567
720L—6 pack 9781285824574
810L—6 pack 9781285824581

Tropical Rain Forest Adventure  Life Science

This book topic is about life in a tropical rain forest.

SELECTION 1: “Welcome to the Rain Forest”—This reference article takes you on a tour of the four layers of the Amazon rain forest. You'll meet some amazing animals, such as fierce eagles, noisy toucans, poison dart frogs, and powerful snakes. You'll also learn how food chains connect the plants and animals that live in the different layers.

SELECTION 2: “Tim Laman: Night in the Rain Forest”—This third-person narrative tells how a National Geographic Field Biologist takes pictures at night. It describes some of the challenges of photographing wild animals, such as gliding frogs and big-eyed tarsiers. It also tells how it feels to be in a rain forest when it is dark.

SELECTION 3: “Saving the Rain Forests”—This opinion piece explains why it is important to save Earth's rain forests. It also tells how you can help save the forests and the animals that live in them.

550L—6 pack 9781285824536
680L—6 pack 9781285824543
810L—6 pack 9781285824550
Explore T.H. Culhane: Energy Solutions  STEM

Each of these articles is linked together by the topic of energy needs and solutions.

**SELECTION 1: “Essential Energy”**—This science article explains that getting energy is not easy in many places and it describes energy sources used in different places in the world.

**SELECTION 2: “Solar Solutions”**—In this personal narrative, T.H. Culhane tells about helping people use solar power for energy in the mountains of Nepal.

**SELECTION 3: “Urban Planner: T.H. Culhane”**—This interview with National Geographic Explorer and urban planner, T.H. Culhane. Answering questions posed to him, T.H. shares information about how he helps people throughout the world meet energy needs and how he motivates young people to become involved in science, technology, engineering, and math.

590L—6 pack  9781285824321
690L—6 pack  9781285824338
790L—6 pack  9781285824345

On Assignment with Joel Sartore  Life Science

The book focuses on saving wild plants and animals.

**SELECTION 1: “A World Worth Saving”**—In this opinion piece, Joel Sartore explains why it is important to protect all of Earth’s living things. You will learn how wild plants and animals help humans survive. You will also find out what you can do to help save wild plants and animals.

**SELECTION 2: “Joel Sartore: Photographer”**—This profile tells about the work of National Geographic Photographer Joel Sartore. You’ll find out how he takes pictures of animals that live in zoos and aquariums. You’ll also see what happens when a chimp does not cooperate!

**SELECTION 3: “Portraits from the Photo Ark”**—This photo essay shows some of Joel Sartore’s amazing animal portraits. You’ll see a giant anteater and a big-eared fox. You’ll also see rare animals, such as a California condor.

600L—6 pack  9781285824475
690L—6 pack  9781285824482
820L—6 pack  9781285824499

Destination: Space  Earth Science

Each of these articles is linked together by the topic of exploring space.

**SELECTION 1: “Blast Off!”**—This third-person narrative gives you an in-depth look at space travel aboard the Space Shuttle Columbia. Astronaut Donald Thomas tells about what it’s like to travel to space and the different things he witnesses as he orbits high above Earth.

**SELECTION 2: “Hubble and Beyond”**—This reference article highlights space exploration and new discoveries made from images taken by three space telescopes—Hubble, Chandra, and Spitzer. The article is full of dramatic images taken by these three telescopes and explores what new information scientists have learned.

**SELECTION 3: “Living in Space”**—This third-person narrative takes you on a tour of the International Space Station (ISS) with astronaut Sunita Williams. You will learn about daily life on the ISS and the different things Sunita does to occupy her time as she lives in space for months at a time.

590L—6 pack  9781285824291
710L—6 pack  9781285824307
860L—6 pack  9781285824314

Eruption  Earth Science

The topic of this book is the Mount St. Helens eruption.

**SELECTION 1: “The Volcano Awakens”**—This first-person narrative is about one of the biggest volcanic eruptions in the history of the United States—the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens. National Geographic editor Rowe Findley was there on assignment when it happened. He describes this scary experience.

**SELECTION 2: “The Day the Sky Fell”**—This Earth Science article details some of the amazing facts about the 1980 eruption. The article is divided into three parts: the deadly blast, the dangerous mudflows, and the huge ash cloud. Each was destructive in different ways.

**SELECTION 3: “A Land Report”**—This science article joins scientist Charlie Crisafulli as he studies how the land and habitats around Mount St. Helens are still recovering. Explore what has—and what hasn’t—changed since the big 1980 eruption.

590L—6 pack  9781285824352
700L—6 pack  9781285824369
810L—6 pack  9781285824376
**Let’s Cook**  Physical Science

This book is about the science of food and the different genres.

**SELECTION 1:** “An Interview with Chef Homaro Cantu”—An interview in which the chef describes how the insights and tools of science can be used to make foods more interesting and healthier.

**SELECTION 2:** “Food Magic”—This science article explains how science can be used to create delicious, new foods. You’ll read about edible spheres filled with fruit juice and a menu you can eat!

**SELECTION 3:** “Temperature Tech”—This science article explores some of the technology behind temperature and food—from a thermos to a hot pot.

**SELECTION 4:** “How to Make Fizzy Ice Cream”—This how-to article gives a step-by-step procedure for making ice cream with a twist—fizzy ice cream—and it explains the science involved in making ice cream.

740L—6 pack 9781285824932
800L—6 pack 9781285824949
890L—6 pack 9781285824956

**Explorer Tim Samaras: Tornadoes**  STEM

This book is about National Geographic Explorer, Tim Samaras, and his tornado research.

**SELECTION 1:** “Twister”—This science article tells you just about everything you wanted to know about tornadoes, including: how tornadoes form, different types of tornadoes, and how tornadoes are rated.

**SELECTION 2:** “Eyewitness to a Tornado”—This news article is a compilation, or collection, of stories from people who experienced one of the worst tornado disasters in recent history—the Joplin, Missouri tornado.

**SELECTION 3:** “Tim Samaras, Severe Storms Researcher”—An interview with National Geographic Explorer and severe storms researcher, Tim Samaras. In answering questions posed to him, Tim shared not only his research, but how young people can become involved in science, technology, engineering, and math.

**SELECTION 4:** “Tim’s Tips for Staying Safe”—In a how-to article, Tim shares his tips for staying safe during a tornado and other severe storms.

590L—6 pack 9781285825052
690L—6 pack 9781285825069
790L—6 pack 9781285825076

**Weird but True!**  Life Science

You will read oodles of words in this book, but these words—adaptation, life cycle, and trait—connect to some of the big ideas in science.

**SELECTION 1:** “Strange Changes”—This science article highlights some unusual changes that plants and animals go through during their life cycles, and gives a close look at some unusual characteristics. You’ll learn of a flower that fools insects, a beetle that lives its life in dung, a rather explosive tree, and a see-through frog.

**SELECTION 2:** “Freaky Features”—This science article highlights strange adaptations that help animals survive in their environments. The blobfish, the anglerfish, an octopus, a mole, a monkey, and a condor—all have some surprising features that help them stay alive and thrive.

**SELECTION 3:** “Spiders!”—This science article will have you look eyes-to-eyes with spiders—very important animals in the environment. You’ll see weavers, trappers, and stalkers, and maybe end with a smile on your face.

**SELECTION 4:** “Yellowstone in Flames”—This science article takes you on a trip to explore what happened after a ferocious fire in the beloved national park. You might be surprised at the outcome of the fire and how park workers help to prevent fires from getting out of control.

690L—6 pack 9781285825205
810L—6 pack 9781285825212
920L—6 pack 9781285825229
### Super Structures
**Physical Science**
The focus of this book is constructing superstructures.

**SELECTION 1:** “Wonders of the World”—This history article takes you on a journey to the construction of incredible structures in ancient times. The article explains how builders in times past solved construction problems.

**SELECTION 2:** “How Tall!”—This reference article displays modern structures of incredible height and explains how engineers solved problems presented by size, the environment, and properties of materials.

**SELECTION 3:** “How Small!”—This photo essay highlights four tiny homes and describes features that help people "live small."

**SELECTION 4:** “Modern Engineering Feats”—This engineering article fast forwards you to today and the construction problems that engineers overcome to solve problems presented by the environment.
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### Taming the Wild
**Life Science**
Each of these articles is linked together by the topic of domestication of plants and animals.

**SELECTION 1:** “The Chicken and the Egg”—This reference article will introduce you to the wild ancestor of today’s chickens—the red jungle fowl. You can read about how people selected birds with preferred characteristics to raise and breed. After many years, we now have chickens that are bred for meat, for eggs, and even for their appearance.

**SELECTION 2:** “From Wolf to Woof”—This history article travels back in time to learn how dogs, related to wolves, became domesticated. Dogs have been close companions of people for thousands of years. You can learn about the great variety of dogs—from huge and stately Great Danes to tiny but spirited Chihuahuas, or even to the lovable mutt next door.

**SELECTION 3:** “Saving Seeds”—This engineering article takes a trip to the Svalbard Global Seed Vault in Norway, where people are stocking away millions of seeds from plants around the world. Find out why we need to preserve a great variety of seeds and how a seed vault works.
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### Smart Animals
**Life Science**
This book is about smart animals.

**SELECTION 1:** “What Are They Thinking?”—This science article describes characteristics of some animals that you might call “smart.” You’ll read about rooks that find a clever way to get a worm, crows that use twigs to pry slugs from tree bark, a gorilla that makes original paintings, a parrot that can count, and elephants that recognize themselves in a mirror.

**SELECTION 2:** “Animals to the Rescue”—This science article features some animals with very unusual behavior, such as a gorilla that came to the aid of a boy who had fallen, a pod of dolphins that guarded a surfer from a shark, and a dog that warned his owner of an upcoming health emergency.

**SELECTION 3:** “Trained to Help”—This science article shares how Capuchin monkeys and miniature horses can be great helpers. Dogs with different characteristics are suited for training to help people in many ways.

**SELECTION 4:** “Treating Animals Responsibly”—This opinion piece presents reasons for treating intelligent animals with the respect and care that they deserve. You will see how people treat animals responsibly by providing natural habitats in zoos, establishing nature refuges for animals, and finding ways to prevent illegal hunting.
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### The Good Earth
**Earth Science**
The focus of this book is on the Earth’s soils.

**SELECTION 1:** “Soil: Where Food Begins”—This science article explores the incredible importance of soil to human survival. You will explore some different soils around the world and how people depend on them. You will also learn about some of the ways in which soil is threatened.

**SELECTION 2:** “Earth on the Move”—This opinion piece looks at some of the arguments for and against building homes in places where a landslide might strike. It’s an important question, and the answer isn’t as straightforward as you might think.

**SELECTION 3:** “Dreams to Dust”—This history article accounts the tragic Dust Bowl. You’ll see a worst-case scenario for what can happen when people don’t take care of soil. The Dust Bowl was the worst man-made natural disaster in the U.S. history.

**SELECTION 4:** “Saving the Soil”—This science article is about how we can save Earth’s fertile soils by changing the crops we grow for food. Soils are endangered. That’s why scientists are trying to develop new plants as part of a “grass-roots” solution.
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Exploring Coral Reefs  Life Science

This book explores the amazing coral reefs.

**SELECTION 1:** "Coral Reef Adventure"—This reference article introduces the fantastic world of coral reefs. These ocean structures can be huge but are built by tiny animals called coral polyps. You will zip around the world to explore some different reefs and learn about some of the animals that are adapted to live in the coral reef ecosystem.

**SELECTION 2:** "The Great Barrier Reef"—This science article is about the largest barrier reef in the world, located off the northeastern coast of Australia. Take a reading trip to the reef and observe some unusual relationships between some unique inhabitants. Then take a dive to see how energy from sunlight is passed through a food web and the eaten beneath the waves.

**SELECTION 3:** "Snorkeling in Belize"—This personal narrative accounts of two snorkeling trips to the same place—the Belize Barrier reef in Central America. You will experience two adventures led by the same guide, Alfonse Graniel, who works in San Pedro Town in Belize. He has been introducing people to the wonders of the reef for many years. He knows the reef inside and out, and is quite a storyteller, too.

**SELECTION 4:** “Saving Coral Reefs”—In this opinion piece, the author explains why it is important to save coral reefs from damage caused by human activities. You can learn about a few things that you can do to help preserve coral reefs, even if you live hundreds or thousands of miles from one.

- 690L—6 pack  9781285824901
- 820L—6 pack  9781285824918
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The Chesapeake Bay  Earth Science

Each of these articles is linked together by the topic of resources of the Chesapeake Bay.

**SELECTION 1:** "The Chesapeake on a Skipjack"—This science article takes you on a tour of the Chesapeake Bay on a traditional working sailboat called a skipjack. You'll discover the natural resources of the Bay, including the wind, water, and the different species of plants and animals found there.

**SELECTION 2:** "Saving the Bay"—This science article is about an environmental organization, the Chesapeake Bay Foundation (CBF) and its programs. The CBF works to restore the Bay's waters by preventing pollution and promoting sustainable farming practices. See how one school runs a business that is environmentally sound and profitable.

**SELECTION 3:** "Crabbing on the Bay"—This how-to article is about blue crabs and how to catch this Chesapeake Bay favorite. You will learn how to identify blue crabs and how to fish for them using a drop net and bait. You'll also learn how to make a traditional Bay recipe—crab cakes.

**SELECTION 4:** “The Port of Baltimore”—This personal narrative takes you on a tour of the port with Terminal Manager, Mark Schmidt. Mark describes how the port operates and how goods are loaded and unloaded from huge cargo ships.

- 720L—6 pack  9781285825144
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Let’s Keep Moving! Physical Science

The focus of this book is on machines that move from one place to another.

SELECTION 1: “Cool Cars”—This reference article highlights design features in cars and explains the science behind some of them. Reading through this article, you can see how design changes resulted from knowing more about science. But you’ll also see that design changes resulted from knowing more about what people liked.

SELECTION 2: “Flight Around the Globe”—This third-person narrative allows you to travel along with Barrington Irving as he worked to make his dream come true, long before he became a National Geographic Explorer.

SELECTION 3: “The Space Shuttle 1981-2011”—This history article follows one chapter in NASA’s history. Over these 30 years, astronauts began to travel to-and-from the International Space Station almost as easily as people ride in a taxi from a city street to a nearby airport.

SELECTION 4: “Next Stop: Mars”—This engineering article takes you behind the scenes of building a roving robotic tool that could explore Mars. Then you can experience the “7 Minutes of Terror” as NASA finds out if their ideas of how to land the rover have worked.

Patterns Earth Science

Each of these articles is linked together by the topic of patterns.

SELECTION 1: “Passage of Time”—This history article highlights different ways civilizations, including the ancient Egyptians, Chinese, Mayan, and Romans have marked the passing of time by the apparent movement of the sun and moon over Earth. Stonehenge is highlighted to show how people once tracked the pattern of the seasons.

SELECTION 2: “Monsoon”—This science article tells you about the seasonal patterns in Bangladesh, a small country in South Asia. As you read, you will learn about borsha, the wet season, and rabi, the dry season in Bangladesh.

SELECTION 3: “D-Day! How Tides Changed History”—This history article describes the ocean’s pattern of high and low tides. The article provides an account of how knowing the exact time of the tides were important to the Allied forces in the D-Day invasion of the Normandy region of France during World War II.

SELECTION 4: “Halley’s Comet”—This history article describes Edmund Halley’s discovery of the comet’s pattern throughout history. The selection includes images of artifacts as early as 240 B.C. that account for the comet’s appearance over Earth.

At the Movies Physical Science

Each of these articles is linked together by the topic of movies.

SELECTION 1: “Fantasy Movies”—This history article highlights some famous movies and the techniques used to make the impossible seem possible. You’ll find out how techniques people used to make movies changed over time. And you’ll also find out how older techniques can give a fresh look to the newest movies.

SELECTION 2: “Tricks for Sound”—This science article tells about how sound effects in movies can come from surprising sources.

SELECTION 3: “Creating Visual Effects”—This science article explores how tiny changes in a series of still pictures can add up to a crazy crew of pirates swinging across the big screen while bounding through the waves on their ship.

SELECTION 4: “IMAX® to the MAX”—This article takes you to a far-away land with fantastic life forms and explains how you can feel as though you are right beside the beings because of 3-D video.
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The World’s Ocean  Physical Science

Each of these articles is linked together by the topic of the ocean.

SELECTION 1: “Our Salty Ocean”—This science article describes properties of the ocean and its living things, and explains why some properties differ in different places.

SELECTION 2: “Salt from the Ocean”—This process article explains how sea salt that people eat is harvested from ocean water. Some fun facts about sea salt’s cultural importance are included too.

SELECTION 3: “Fresh Water from the Ocean”—This engineering article tells how engineers use science information and technology to solve how to supply a bustling city in the desert with enough fresh water to drink and live.

SELECTION 4: “The Ocean’s Rainbow Beaches”—This science article takes you on a tour of color beaches around the world and explains why they are the colors they are.

780L—6 pack  9781285825847
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Swarm!  Life Science

Each of these articles is linked together by the topic of swarms.

SELECTION 1: “Things That Swarm”—This science article explains why some animals gather in great numbers. You’ll read about bats that come out of their caves to feed on insects in Texas; red crabs that migrate in Australia; penguins that huddle to keep their chicks warm; starlings that swirl in the sky to avoid predators; and honeybees that swarm to find a new home.

SELECTION 2: “Cicada Mania!”—This science article describes how swarms of cicadas emerge from the ground to mate in certain parts of the U.S. You’ll read about how these fascinating insects make such loud noises and how their bodies grow and molt during their life cycle.

SELECTION 3: “The March of the Army Ants”—This science article describes how army ants live in huge colonies with hundreds of thousands of members. You’ll read about how the ants work together as a team, how they build nests and bridges with their own bodies, and how their bodies change greatly during their life cycle.

SELECTION 4: “Locusts Invade!”—This science article describes an insect, called a locust that looks a lot like a grasshopper, but acts very different. When the locusts’ food runs short, they gather into swarms by the millions and go out looking for food, destroying farmers’ crops.

780L—6 pack  9781285825694
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Earth’s Crazy Climate  Earth Science

The focus of this book is on the Earth’s changing climate.

SELECTION 1: “When the Ice Melted”—This science article explores some of the astonishing effects of global climate change at the end of the last ice age.

SELECTION 2: “Viking Weather”—This history article describes how the Vikings settled on Greenland more than thousand years ago. Viking settlements thrived on Greenland for centuries, until the climate started getting colder. Then the settlements mysteriously disappeared.

SELECTION 3: “Freezing Europe”—This history article takes you back to a centuries-long period of cooler climate called the Little Ice Age. It explores some of the surprising consequences of the Little Ice Age on Europeans and on European Art.

SELECTION 4: “Climate Conundrum”—This science article explores the problem of present-day climate change. You also learn what scientists think the future could be like if the global temperature continues to rise.

790L—6 pack  9781285825540
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The Sinking of the Titanic  Physical Science

Each of these articles is linked together by the topic of the Titanic.

SELECTION 1: "Building of the Titanic"—This history article takes you through the Titanic's construction, from plans to launch. Using images and text, it explains how the ship was built and readied for sail.

SELECTION 2: "The Night the Titanic Sank"—These firsthand accounts tell from the mouths of the survivors, what happened on this fateful night.

SELECTION 3: "Alvin the Submersible"—This engineering article describes how engineers solved the problems of deep ocean exploration to find the wreck of the Titanic.

SELECTION 4: "Titanic's Artifacts"—This opinion piece is about why some people think the objects from the Titanic should remain in their final resting place while others think the objects should be recovered and on display for all to see.

The Galapagos Islands  Life Science

The focus of this book is on the Galapagos Islands.

SELECTION 1: "History of the Galapagos Islands"—This history article will take you back in time to discover how the remarkable Galapagos Islands were formed. You'll read about the unique plants and animals that have made their homes in the harsh conditions of these islands, and how people have affected them.

SELECTION 2: "Wild Galapagos"—This science article features a variety of Galapagos species that have fascinated travelers and inspired scientists for centuries. You'll learn how finches got their beak shapes, how to tell apart two types of tortoises, and about an iguana that sneezes.

SELECTION 3: "Expedition to Galapagos"—This personal narrative will tag you along with National Geographic Explorer Tierney Thys as she tours the Galapagos Islands. This piece contains photos, quotes, and journal entries from Dr. Thys's recent travels.

SELECTION 4: "Geared Up!"—This reference article shows you some of the important tools and devices that mountain climbers carry with them.

The Savage Mountain  Physical Science

The focus of this book is on mountain climbing.

SELECTION 1: "A Mountain Called K2"—This science article describes the challenges of climbing in the extreme environment found on K2, one of the highest mountains in the world.

SELECTION 2: "K2 1978"—In this personal narrative, two of the climbers on that expedition describe their experiences in their own words.

SELECTION 3: "K2 2011"—This third-person narrative allows you to experience a recent climb to K2's summit. The narrative explains how such a feat can be accomplished without carrying bottled oxygen.

SELECTION 4: "Geared Up!"—This reference article shows you some of the important tools and devices that mountain climbers carry with them.

African Savanna  Life Science

This book explores the amazing African savanna.

SELECTION 1: "Elephant Orphanage"—In this inspiring science article, you will read about orphaned baby elephants in Africa, the challenges of raising them to adulthood, and a project that has been doing so successfully.

SELECTION 2: "Living on the African Savanna"—This science article will introduce you to the amazing connections among plants and animals in the African savanna ecosystem. You'll find out why wildebeests walk a thousand miles each year, why zebras have stripes, why hyenas scavenge, and why giraffes let birds climb up their necks.

SELECTION 3: "Animal Architects"—This science article is about two African savanna animals that build impressive homes. One, the weaver bird, constructs elaborate nests in trees. The other, the naked mole rat, digs complex tunnel systems under the ground.

SELECTION 4: "Saving Big Cats"—This nonfiction narrative highlights the work of National Geographic Explorers Beverly and Dereck Joubert. As photographers, filmmakers, and conservationists, this pair is doing everything they can to preserve Africa's big cats and their ecosystem.
The Disappearing Badlands  Earth Science

Each of these articles is linked together by the topic of the Badlands.

**SELECTION 1:** "Gullies, Buttes, and Hoodoos"—This science article explores the bizarre landforms in Badlands National Park, South Dakota. Few places on Earth contain so many strange, mysterious rock shapes. Along the way, you will learn how the Badlands formed and why they are rapidly "disappearing."

**SELECTION 2:** "A Rock Tour Through Time"—This science article allows you to travel through time with "rock band." By following an important rule in Earth Science, you can use the different rock bands, or layers of rock, to go back in time millions of years. You will see some of the astonishing ways this place has changed over time.

**SELECTION 3:** "The Big Pig Dig"—This third-person narrative tells the story of a huge collection of fossil bones that were uncovered in Badlands National Park. The site is the location of a prehistoric watering hole containing fossils of hundreds of strange mammals, most of them extinct today. There were so many fossils; it took scientists more than ten years to uncover them.

**SELECTION 4:** "Fossil Phil"—In this interview piece, Dr. Phil Manning talks about his work hunting for dinosaur fossils in South Dakota. He shares with us why he loves being a scientist and how he became interested in paleontology, or the study of fossils.
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Power Up  Earth Science

The focus of this book is on using energy resources.

**SELECTION 1:** "Fossil Fuels"—This reference article gives you detailed information about our use of fossil fuels—Coal, oil, and natural gas.

**SELECTION 2:** "Renewable Energy Tour"—This science article takes you to places near and far where people are using renewable energy in really big ways. Today more people than ever before are powering up with renewable energy resources instead of fossil fuels.

**SELECTION 3:** "Debating Wind Power"—This opinion piece explores how people like the idea of wind-generated electricity, as long as the wind farm is not nearby. Residents on the Hawaiian island of Lanai are divided over whether or not to build a wind farm on their island. Two opinions are presented so you can compare the pros and cons.

**SELECTION 4:** "A Fuel of the Future"—This science article explores the mostly untapped potential of hydrogen-fueled cars. Hydrogen is the most plentiful substance in the universe. Hydrogen vehicles are clean and quiet. So why aren’t we using hydrogen fuel? Actually, some people already are.
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Going Green  Physical Science

This book explores sustainable practices.

**SELECTION 1:** "Portland, Oregon, United States"—This science article explains how rainwater runoff and electricity are just two of the science ideas behind sustainable practices in this green city.

**SELECTION 2:** "Curitiba, Brazil"—This science article describes how building parks and growing forests help a city go "green" literally, with plenty of green spaces all over.

**SELECTION 3:** "Freiburg, Germany"—This science article explains how golden sunshine can become green energy.

**SELECTION 4:** "Reykjavik, Iceland"—This science article takes you on a tour of a frozen land to see how hot and cold water add up to green energy resources.
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**Exploring Above and Beyond  Earth Science**

Each of these articles is linked together by the topic of exploring the solar system.

**SELECTION 1: “Reaching for the Moon”**—This biography is about Robert Goddard, an early 20th-century rocket scientist and engineer. Goddard was not only an engineer—he was a pioneer. He did much of his work during a time when most people had never heard of rocket science. Goddard’s dream was to design rockets that could take people into space. His research helped pave the way for modern space travel.

**SELECTION 2: “One Small Step...”**—This third-person narrative is about two astronauts in 1969, whom became the first humans to walk on the moon.

**SELECTION 3: “Far-Out Moons”**—This science article is about moons. The solar system contains more than 170 known moons and some of these moons are incredibly strange. Scientists use unmanned spacecraft to observe moons up close.

**SELECTION 4: “Storms in Space”**—This science article is about space weather. The sun is the source of space weather, which affects life on Earth. Join NASA scientist Dr. Madhulika Guhathakurta on an exploration of storms in space.

---

**Explorer Zoltan Takacs: Nature Has the Answers  STEM**

This book explores answers from nature, with National Geographic Explorer, Zoltan Takacs.

**SELECTION 1: “The World’s Deadliest Snakes”**—This reference article describes several impressive species of venomous snake, discusses the difference between venomous and poisonous, and explains how antivenom is made. An illustration reveals the marvelous structures inside a venomous snake’s mouth.

**SELECTION 2: “Snake Hunt”**—This third-person narrative takes you along with National Geographic Explorer Zoltan Takacs as he searches for dangerous sea snakes in the South Pacific.

**SELECTION 3: “Zoltan Takacs: Toxinologist”**—In this interview with Zoltan Takacs, you will read Zoltan’s own words as he describes his passion for snakes, science, and adventure.

**SELECTION 4: “The World’s Laboratory”**—This reference article showcases diverse organisms from around the world that may hold answers to some of our medical problems. Each organism—seven animals and one plant—produces unique toxins that scientists hope to transform into cures.
Living in the Mountains

Although each of these pieces is linked together by the topic of living in the mountains, they are different genres.

SECTION 1: “Tall Mountains, Big Goals”—A narrative is a true story of a person telling about an event in his or her life. This piece follows Jordan Romero as he achieves his dream of climbing the tallest mountains in the world at a very young age.

SECTION 2: “Surfing the Snowy Mountains”—A reference article. A book about living in the mountains has to include a snowboarding story! Meet famous snowboarders, see what gear they need to stay safe, and learn how this daring activity became a sport.

SECTION 3: “Comparing Mountain Communities”—A comparison article, which takes you high up in the mountains of the United States and a country called Nepal. What could two communities so far apart from each other possibly have in common? Read to find out.

Living by the Water

The focus of this book is living by the water.

SECTION 1: “Rescue a River”—This piece tells the true story of two men discovering something wrong as they canoe down a river. Did you know rivers can disappear? Read to find out how.

SECTION 2: “Brace for Impact”—A social studies article which describes a jet pilot and his crew’s heroic actions when their plane experiences trouble.

SECTION 3: “A City by the Water”—In this opinion article, you will learn about New Orleans, Louisiana. As with any city, there are good and bad things about living there. You’ll learn some interesting facts about this city’s culture and geography. Then you can decide for yourself if New Orleans is a city you’d like to live in.

Living on the Coast

Each of these articles is linked together by the topic of living on the coast.

SECTION 1: “Surf’s Up”—A culture article describes the traditions and daily life of people in a certain area. You’ll meet some talented dogs and their owners in a coastal community in California. Learn about a competition in which the dogs surf and perform tricks.

SECTION 2: “Welcome to the Outer Banks”—A social studies article often explores the effect of a topic on people. Discover how people living on a group of islands off the coast of North Carolina might be affected by the land and water.

SECTION 3: “Two Cities, Two Bays”—A comparison piece where you’ll find out what two coastal communities in different countries have in common and how they differ. You may be surprised to find out that San Francisco, California, and Reykjavik, Iceland, aren’t as different as you might think.

Living on the Plains

The focus of this book is living on the plains.

SECTION 1: “Prairie Dog Towns”—A science article uses facts and data to explain about a specific topic in science. You’ll find out about how prairie dogs live on the Great Plains.

SECTION 2: “Cyrus Heading West”—This piece of historical fiction describes why and how a family moved west to the Great Plains in the late 1800s.

SECTION 3: “Kids on the Plains”—A social studies article uses facts, details, data, and examples to describe information about a specific social studies topic. Compare the lives of two kids who live in two different plains communities in this article.
Living in the Desert

The focus of this book is living in the desert.

SECTION 1: “Prickly Plants”—A social studies article, which explores how plants live in the driest places on earth. Read to find out how important these plants are to animals and humans.

SECTION 2: “Sandy Settlers”—This science article introduces you to four desert animals. You may be surprised to learn how many different types of animals and birds are able to live in the desert.

SECTION 3: “Desert Pen Pals”—Read the emails of two students living in very different desert communities. Will they find anything in common and become friends.

Welcome to India

The focus of this book is on India.

SECTION 1: “Welcome to India”—a social studies article which describes life in both a village and a city in India. Social studies articles help you learn more about a specific social studies topic using facts, details, and examples.

SECTION 2: “Going to School in India”—a culture article describes the way a group of people live. In this article, you’ll learn about what school is like for an Indian student.

SECTION 3: “The Foolish, Timid Rabbit”—find out what happens when a scared rabbit spreads news to all the other animals that is untrue. Will all the animals believe him?

Welcome to China

The focus of this book is on China.

SECTION 1: “Welcome to China”—this social studies article features facts, details, data, and examples to describe a social studies topic. This article tells about the animals and people that live in China.

SECTION 2: “Rice”—this informational text explains how rice is grown, prepared, and used in daily life—and in celebrations.

SECTION 3: “The Thief and the Elephant”—this particular folk tale is about a judge who uses his elephant to help him decide who is guilty of a crime.

Welcome to Kenya!

This books takes a look at Kenya.

SECTION 1: “Welcome to Kenya!”—Social studies articles use facts, details, data, and examples to describe a social studies topic. This article tells about the animals and people that live in Kenya, Africa.

SECTION 2: “Elephant and hare”—A folk tale about two animals that can be found in Kenya. Readers of this folk tale will discover why hares have short tails.

Welcome to Brazil!

This book explores Brazil.

SECTION 1: “Into the Rain Forest”—A social studies article uses facts, details, data, and examples to describe information about a specific social studies topic. This article studies the Amazon rain forest and the animals and people who call the rain forest home.

SECTION 2: “Let’s Go to Carnival!”—Culture articles study the different ways in which people live. This particular article tells about a fun and colorful holiday in Brazil.

SECTION 3: “How Beetle Got Her Coat”—A folk tale about a race between a beetle and a rat.
Native Americans of the Pacific Northwest

This book takes a look at Native Americans of the Pacific Northwest.

SECTION 1: "Towering Totems"—this social studies article tells how and why totem poles are made and what they mean to the people of the Pacific Northwest.

SECTION 2: "The legend of the Orca"—this particular folk tale is about interactions between humans and the rest of the natural world. It helps explain the importance of the orca to the people of the Pacific Northwest.

SECTION 3: "Chief Seattle"—this informational text recounts the life and accomplishments of Seattle, an important Native American leader.

SECTION 4: "Raven Spirit"—this informational text describes the construction and journey of a traditional dugout canoe.

730L—6 pack 9781285822815
880L—6 pack 9781285822822
930L—6 pack 9781285822839

Native Americans of the Great Plains

This book focuses on the Native Americans of the Great Plains.

SECTION 1: "Horse Power"—did you know the Native Americans had never seen a horse before the Spanish brought them to the Americas? This social studies article uses facts, details, data, and examples to describe how the horse changed the way of life for Native Americans living on the Great Plains.

SECTION 2: "How the Horse Came to Be"—this folk tale tells about a young man's vision quest and how he brought the first horses to the Black foot people.

SECTION 3: "Crazy Horse"—this biography recounts the life and legacy of the great Lakota chief named Crazy Horse.

SECTION 4: "The Mighty Buffalo"—this social studies article describes how important the buffalo was to the Native Americans of the Great Plains. It also explains how the buffalo was almost wiped out and then was saved from extinction.

740L—6 pack 9781285822846
830L—6 pack 9781285822853
930L—6 pack 9781285822860

Native Americans of the Southeast

The focus of this book is on Native Americans of the Southeast.

SECTION 1: "The Seminole of the Swamps"—a social studies article uses facts, details, data, and examples to describe information about a specific social studies topic. This article tells about the Gulf Coast and provides interesting facts about the states that make up the region.

SECTION 2: "Life in a Cherokee Village"—a science article which contains amazing facts about some squishy and sometimes scary creatures of the Gulf Coast.

SECTION 3: "Sequoyah"—this informational text describes the jobs that people have on the Gulf Coast, focusing especially on a shrimper, an oil worker, and a dolphin trainer.

SECTION 4: "Pieces of the Past"—a social studies article. This piece describes the different kinds of pottery that Native Americans of this region have been making for thousands of years. It tells how scientists study this pottery of long ago. The article even shows you how to make your own pottery!

770L—6 pack 9781285822877
860L—6 pack 9781285822884
930L—6 pack 9781285822891

Native Americans of the Southwest

This book takes a look at Native Americans of the Pacific Southwest.

SECTION 1: "The Mystery of the Ancient Pueblo"—a history article uses facts, details, data, and examples to describe information about a history topic. This article tells of the ancient Pueblo people and how two cowboys made an amazing discovery to learn about people who had disappeared long ago.

SECTION 2: "Rise of the Navajo Code Talkers"—A graphic novel which tells of the brave Navajo soldiers who provided a new code to help win World War II. That code was the Navajo language.

SECTION 3: "Animal Symbolism in the Southwest"—A culture article that tells what many animal carvings and pictures represent to Native Americans of the Southwest and how some animals are believed to bring protection and good fortune.

SECTION 4: "How Coyote Stole the Sun"—A folk tale that is a traditional tale of how winter came to be. It features Coyote, a popular trickster in Native American tales.

680L—6 pack 9781285822907
790L—6 pack 9781285822914
880L—6 pack 9781285822921
### The Great Lakes

This book takes a look at the Great Lakes.

**SECTION 1:** "The Fresh Coast"—A social studies article uses facts, details, data, and examples to describe information about a specific social studies topic. This article introduces the five Great Lakes.

**SECTION 2:** "The Lake Effect"—This science article explains the unusual weather conditions along the shores of the Great Lakes.

**SECTION 3:** "Alien Invasion"—A problem/solution article which discusses the threat of an invasive species—the Asian carp. The article presents possible solutions to the problem.

**SECTION 4:** "Chicago's Air and Water Show"—An economics article that tells the history of the Chicago Air and Water Show and its effect on the economy of Chicago.

**SECTION 5:** "The Wreck of the Mighty Fitz"—A history article in which you'll read the story of the S.S. Edmund Fitzgerald, a carrier ship that was lost in the stormy waters of Lake Superior years ago.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>6 pack</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>720L</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9781285822938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>830L</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9781285822945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>960L</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9781285822952</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The Great Plains

The focus of this book is on the Great Plains.

**SECTION 1:** "Sea of Grass"—A social studies article that tells about the Great Plains and gives interesting facts about the states that make up the region.

**SECTION 2:** "From Field to Table"—An economics article in which you'll read about how Great Plains farmers work their lands and what crops they grow in this informational text.

**SECTION 3:** "The Dust Bowl"—A narrative. This nonfiction text tells how farm families struggled to survive the devastating dust storms of the 1930s.

**SECTION 4:** "Neither Rain nor Sleet... nor Outlaws"—Go back in time to the days when brave Pony Express riders delivered mail on horses.

**SECTION 5:** "Wild Weather"—A science article that explores how dangerous tornadoes form and how scientists track them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>6 pack</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>740L</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9781285822969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>830L</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9781285822976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>930L</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9781285822983</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The Gulf Coast

This book is about the Gulf Coast.

**SECTION 1:** "Welcome to the Gulf Coast"—A social studies article uses facts, details, data, and examples to describe information about a specific social studies topic. This article tells about the Gulf Coast and provides interesting facts about the states that make up the region.

**SECTION 2:** "Jellies and Other Creatures"—A science article which contains amazing facts about some squishy and sometimes scary creatures of the Gulf Coast.

**SECTION 3:** "All in a Day's Work"—This informational text describes the jobs that people have on the Gulf Coast, focusing especially on a shrimper, an oil worker, and a dolphin trainer.

**SECTION 4:** "Oil, Oil Everywhere"—An opinion piece where you'll learn about the many ways we use oil products as well as pros and cons of drilling for oil in this informational text.

**SECTION 5:** "Deadly Winds"—A narrative that tells a story of one of the most destructive hurricanes to hit the Gulf Coast.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>6 pack</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>680L</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9781285822990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>790L</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9781285823003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>910L</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9781285823010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The North Atlantic Seaboard

This book takes a look at the North Atlantic seaboard.

**SECTION 1:** "Rugged Coast"—This social studies article presents facts, details, data, and examples to paint a vivid picture of the North Atlantic coastal region.

**SECTION 2:** "Pools of Wonder"—This informational text gives you a glimpse into the fascinating world of tide pools.

**SECTION 3:** "Boats, Bogs, and Bolts"—An economics article that describes three different jobs people do along the North Atlantic coast: fishing for crabs, farming cranberries, and welding ships.

**SECTION 4:** "Lighting Up the Coastline"—A reference article which describes the lighthouses on the North Atlantic coast—why they are necessary, how they work, and the different types you can see on the coast. Some of them might even be haunted!

**SECTION 5:** "Where Wild Ponies Run"—A narrative that tells about the wild ponies that live on Assateague Island in the Chesapeake Bay.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>6 pack</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>730L</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9781285823027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850L</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9781285823034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>940L</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9781285823041</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Pacific Coast

The focus of this book is on the Pacific coast.

SECTION 1: “Exploring the Pacific Coast”—A social studies article that introduces and describes the states that are located along the coast of the Pacific ocean.

SECTION 2: “The Ring of Fire”—This informational text describes the geographical area called the Ring of Fire and explains how it got such a dramatic name.

SECTION 3: “Let’s Hit the Road!”—Follow along with a boy and his family as they have fun driving along the Pacific coast of California.

SECTION 4: “Surf’s Up”—A culture article that explains the history of surfing and describes the unique culture that has developed around this sport.

SECTION 5: “A Sleeping Giant Awakens”—A social studies article that tells about the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens in the state of Washington.

720L—6 pack 9781285823058
830L—6 pack 9781285822976
910L—6 pack 9781285823072

Golden Gate Bridge

This book takes a look at the Golden Gate Bridge.

SECTION 1: “The Golden Gate”—A history article that tells about how the Golden Gate Bridge was built. Did you know that workers faced many dangers to build the bridge?

SECTION 2: “Bridging Time”—A reference article that is in the form of a time line about the Golden Gate Bridge. You’ll learn some of the most interesting facts about the bridge over the years.

SECTION 3: “Working Under the Water”—A science article with information about building structures underwater. You’ll see the problems underwater builders face and the solutions they have discovered.

SECTION 4: “Striking Color”—A story that tells how one man chose the orange color of the Golden Gate Bridge.

750L—6 pack 9781285823027
870L—6 pack 9781285823034
970L—6 pack 9781285823041

Niagara Falls

The focus of this book is on Niagara Falls.

SECTION 1: “Mist-ified: My Very Wet Trip to Niagara Falls”—A first-person narrative is an account of events retold by the person who experiences it. The speaker in this narrative is a boy who takes a boat trip near the falls with his family.

SECTION 2: “Niagara Falls On the Move”—This science article explains how the falls came to be and why they have moved several miles up the Niagara River from where they first formed.

SECTION 3: “Thunder Speaks”—A legend told by the Seneca people about how the falls were formed. The Seneca are Native Americans who have lived near the falls for hundreds of years.

SECTION 4: “Over the Falls!”—This piece tells about daredevils who have risked their lives riding over the falls or walking above them on high wires.

670L—6 pack 9781285823119
790L—6 pack 9781285823126
910L—6 pack 9781285823133

Empire State Building

This book takes a look at the Empire State Building.

SECTION 1: “The Eighth Wonder of the World”—This article recounts the planning, construction, and maintenance of the Empire State Building, which was the tallest building in the world for many years after it was finished.

SECTION 2: “Going Up!”—This informational text uses facts and details to explain how elevators work and why they are important parts of tall buildings.

SECTION 3: “On Top of the World”—A reference article which uses text and photos to explain what you can see from the high up on the Empire State Building.

SECTION 4: “Empire State Goes Hollywood”—The Empire State Building has played a major role in motion pictures from the 1930s to today. Descriptions and pictures reveal how the building became a star.

760L—6 pack 9781285823140
850L—6 pack 9781285823157
960L—6 pack 9781285823164
**Mt. Rushmore**

The focus of this book is on Mount Rushmore.

**SECTION 1: “Welcome to Mount Rushmore?!””—**The author recalls how the monument on Mount Rushmore came to be, from selecting the perfect site to polishing the huge sculpture.

**SECTION 2: “The Faces on the Mountain”—**This article explains how each American represented on the monument earned this honor. The text also discusses other Americans who people have suggested to be added to Mount Rushmore.

**SECTION 3: “Blasting Through”—**This informative text explains the important role dynamite played in the carving of Mount Rushmore and in the construction of canals and tunnels in the Americas.

**SECTION 4: “Mount Rushmore or Six Grandfathers?”—**This piece explains why the Lakota and other Native Americans see the monument as a symbol of destruction rather than as a symbol of national pride.

**SECTION 5: “Rushmore Rocks!”—**This photo essay pictures different ways the monument has appeared in popular culture throughout the years.

760L—6 pack 9781285823171
850L—6 pack 9781285823188
960L—6 pack 9781285823195

---

**Symbols of Liberty (The Monuments)**

The focus of this book is on U.S. monuments.

**SECTION 1: “The National Mall”—**The illustrations and text in this reference article describe the National Mall in Washington, D.C., and the monuments and memorials you can see there.

**SECTION 2: “A Monumental Earthquake”—**a social studies article that explains what the Washington Monument is and recounts the damage done to it by a recent earthquake.

**SECTION 3: “The Making of a Memorial”—**This history article tells about the planning and building of the Jefferson Memorial.

**SECTION 4: “Honoring Honest Abe”—**a graphic novel that uses text and illustrations to tell how Abraham Lincoln’s experiences prepared him to be a great president.

**SECTION 5: “The Story of a Dream”—**This biography recounts events in the life of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and explains why his dream of equality for all is still important today.

760L—6 pack 9781285823201
850L—6 pack 9781285823218
960L—6 pack 9781285823225
The Inca

This book takes a look at the Inca.

SECTION 1: “Who Were the Inca”—A history article uses facts, details, data, and examples to explain the effects after a particular historical event. This article tells about the lives of a group of people who lived in South America several hundred years ago. It also explores the Inca’s modern relatives.

SECTION 2: “Land of the Llamas”—Using facts, details, data, and examples to describe information about a specific social studies topic, “Land of the Llamas” tells about an animal called a Llama and how the Inca relied on it for day-to-day life.

SECTION 3: “A Tour of Machu Picchu”—As you read this informational text, you tour history of an Inca city whose ruins still fascinate us today.

SECTION 4: “High-Altitude Archaeology”—A narrative that describes the study of past cultures high in the mountains.

SECTION 5: “Inca Artifacts”—A photo essay uses photos to convey information. Check out the photos of beautiful Inca artifacts in this article.

810L—6 pack 9781285823539
910L—6 pack 9781285823546
980L—6 pack 9781285823553

The Aztec

The focus of this book is on the Aztec.

SECTION 1: “Montezuma II”—a biography which describes the life of a mighty Aztec ruler. Learn about his successes and witness his defeat—an important turning point in Aztec History.

SECTION 2: “Foods of the Aztec”—a reference article that follows the history of three popular foods through time you may be surprised by what you learn about foods you already enjoy.

SECTION 3: “Welcome to Teotihuacan”—this piece serves as a travel guide through the ruins of an Aztec city in Mexico. Read to learn about the Avenue of the Dead and the Pyramid of the Sun.

SECTION 4: “Urban Archaeology”—A narrative piece. Have you ever wondered what archaeologists might discover in cities? This piece describes the work of two urban archaeologists in Mexico City, Mexico.

SECTION 5: “Aztec Artifacts”—A photo essay uses text and photos to help us understand a topic. Explore the colorful artwork of Jaque Fraqua, a modern Pueblo artist in this photo essay.

810L—6 pack 9781285823591
910L—6 pack 9781285823607
960L—6 pack 9781285823614

The Pueblo

This book is about the Pueblo.

SECTION 1: “Who Were the Ancient Pueblo?”—A history article uses facts, details, data, and examples to describe specific events in the past. You will learn about the history of the ancient Pueblo and their modern relatives.

SECTION 2: “The Genius of the Ancient Pueblo”—A reference article provides a detailed look at a topic. This article describes the homes, tools, and artistry of the ancient Pueblo.

SECTION 3: “Welcome to Mesa Verde”—Take a guided tour though the homes of the ancient Pueblo at Mesa Verde National Park in Colorado.

SECTION 4: “Rock Artist”—A photo essay uses text and photos to help us understand a topic. Explore the colorful artwork of Jaque Fraqua, a modern Pueblo artist in this photo essay.

SECTION 5: “Maya Artifacts”—This piece describes some of the artifacts scientists have found at archaeological sites, and the clues they give us about the Maya way of life.

810L—6 pack 9781285823560
910L—6 pack 9781285823577
960L—6 pack 9781285823584

The Maya

This book takes a look at the Maya.

SECTION 1: “Pyramids in the Jungle”—This article compares the pyramids the Maya built in the rain forests of Mesoamerica with those built by the Egyptians more than 1,000 years earlier.

SECTION 2: “Chocolate”—A social studies article uses facts, details, data, and examples to describe information about a specific social studies topic. This article tells about the origin of chocolate and how it became popular all over the world.

SECTION 3: “A Tour of Chichen Itza”—A historical tour of the ruins of this great Maya city. This article explores the accomplishments of the Maya, from astronomy to sports.

SECTION 4: “Underwater Archaeology”—This informational text tells you about the exciting field of underwater archaeology and the scientists who work in this field.

SECTION 5: “Maya Artifacts”—This piece describes some of the artifacts scientists have found at archaeological sites, and the clues they give us about the Maya way of life.

850L—6 pack 9781285823621
940L—6 pack 9781285823638
1000L—6 pack 9781285823645
Big Bend National Park

The focus of this book is on Big Bend National Park.

**SECTION 1:** “Welcome to Big Bend”—this article tells about Big Bend Park and how it became a national park. This social studies article uses facts, details, data, and examples to describe information about a specific social studies topic.

**SECTION 2:** “The Birds of Big Bend”—this informational text takes you on a geographical tour of the Big Bend National Park and describes the different sights you can see and birds you can watch for in the park.

**SECTION 3:** “In Search of the Lost Mine”—this particular legend is retold by a hiker along Big Bends’ Lost Mine Trail. She explains how this trail in the Chisos Mountains got its name.

**SECTION 4:** “Where Dinosaurs Once Roamed”—this opinion piece describes different views on what to do with important fossils when they are discovered within the park.

850L—6 pack  9781285823744
920L—6 pack  9781285823751
1000L—6 pack  9781285823768

The Declaration of Independence

This book takes a look at the Declaration of Independence.

**SECTION 1:** “The Road to Independence”—A history article uses facts, details, data, and examples to provide informational about a specific event in the past. This article tells about the founding of our country.

**SECTION 2:** “Declaring Freedom: A Play in Four Acts”—A short piece of historical fiction. This play describes the conversation our country’s leaders may have had before the signing of the Declaration of Independence.

**SECTION 3:** “The Independence Rap”—songs can be used to remember information more easily. This particular song reminds us of the long road our country traveled to be independent from Britain.

**SECTION 4:** “Highlights of the Declaration”—a social studies article uses facts, details, data, and examples to describe a specific social studies topic. This article explains what the Declaration says in an easy way.

**SECTION 5:** “The Declaration’s Amazing Influence”—this social studies article discusses the effect the Declaration of Independence has on our country today.

800L—6 pack  9781285823836
890L—6 pack  9781285823843
980L—6 pack  9781285823850

Everglades National Park

This book takes a look at the Everglades National Park.

**SECTION 1:** “Welcome to the Everglades”—a social studies article uses facts, details, data, and examples to provide informational about a specific event in the past. This article tells about Everglades National Park and how it became a national park.

**SECTION 2:** “My Everglades Adventure”—this informational text gives you a kids-eye view of the Everglades and describes the land and the wildlife you can see there.

**SECTION 3:** “The Lure of the Swamp Ape”—this particular legend is about a strange, smelly beast that some people say they have seen wondering the swamps of the Everglades.

**SECTION 4:** “Creatures of the Everglades”—this social studies piece profiles several different animals that make their homes in the swamps and prairies of the Everglades.

800L—6 pack  9781285823713
900L—6 pack  9781285823720
980L—6 pack  9781285823737

Grand Canyon National Park

This book explores the Grand Canyon.

**SECTION 1:** “Welcome to the Grand Canyon”—this social studies article uses facts, details, data, and examples to describe a specific social studies topic. This article tells about Grand Canyon National Park and how it became a national park.

**SECTION 2:** “Hike Down the Canyon”—a tour of the Grand Canyon takes you on a geographical tour of the Grand Canyon from the rim to the river and describes some of the natural processes that formed the canyon.

**SECTION 3:** “The Story of Brighty the Burro”—this historical fiction tells about the unusual life of a burro called Bright Angel (Brighty for short) who lived, worked, and played in the Grand Canyon.

**SECTION 4:** “Grand Canyon Adventures”—this piece describes four exciting and challenging ways to explore the Grand Canyon.
Great Smoky Mountains National Park

This book takes a look at the Great Smoky Mountains.

SECTION 1: “Great Smoky Mountains National Park”—is a social studies article with facts, details, data, and examples. This article tells about Great Smoky Mountains National Park and how it became a national park.

SECTION 2: “A Wildlife Tour of the Smokies”—this text takes you on a geographical tour of Great Smoky Mountains National Park and describes the different landforms and wildlife you can see there.

SECTION 3: “Young Davy Crockett”—This legend tells about the boyhood of Davy Crockett, an American hero, and it is told as a graphic story. Graphic stories are written like comic books with amazing colorful illustrations.

SECTION 4: “Let’s Explore a Cave”—this informational article tells about the wonders that lie in caves beneath the Smoky Mountains.

Yellowstone National Park

The book is about Yellowstone National Park.

SECTION 1: “Welcome to Yellowstone National Park”—a social studies article uses facts, details, data, and examples to describe information about a specific social studies topic. This article tells about Yellowstone National Park and how it became a national park.

SECTION 2: “A Tour of Volcanic Yellowstone”—this informational text takes you on a geological tour of the Yellowstone National Park and describes the volcanic areas of the park.

SECTION 3: “Yellowstone: Too Strange to Believe”—this particular folk tale is about two of Yellowstone’s early explorers and is told as a graphic story. Graphic stories are written like comic books with amazing colorful illustrations.

SECTION 4: “Super Climbers”—this reference article describes different kinds of climbers who scale (and jump from) the cliffs of Yosemite. It also describes a photographer who climbs along with these fearless adventures to photograph them.

Yosemite National Park

The focus of this book is on Yosemite National Park.

SECTION 1: “Welcome to Yosemite”—this social studies article tells about Yosemite National Park and how it became a national park.

SECTION 2: “3 Days in Yosemite”—this geography tour take you through Yosemite National Park and describes the park’s giant trees, its magnificent rock cliffs and waterfalls, and its towering mountains.

SECTION 3: “The Legend of El Capitan”—this particular legend is about how a group of animals helped carve out the features of a giant granite column called “El Capitan.” This legend is presented in the form of a story with amazing colorful illustrations.

SECTION 4: “Super Climbers”—this reference article describes different kinds of climbers who scale (and jump from) the cliffs of Yosemite. It also describes a photographer who climbs along with these fearless adventures to photograph them.

SECTION 5: “Rosa Parks Says No”—This biography piece recounts how Parks’ refusal to give up her seat to a white man on a public bus became one of the most famous actions in the fight for civil rights.

The U.S. Constitution

This book takes a look at the U.S. Constitution.

SECTION 1: “Meet the Constitution”—This informational text provides an overview of how the U.S. Constitution organizes our nation’s government. It also provides a list of the Constitution’s 27 amendments in everyday language.

SECTION 2: “Conflict and Compromise”—A history article that tells how the Founders of the Constitution worked together to craft this document. Through give and take, they ended up with a strong plan for our government.

SECTION 3: “We the People”—This social studies article explains in detail several of the Constitution’s most important and historic amendments.

SECTION 4: “Failure is Impossible”—A play about the long, hard struggle that led to American women winning the right to vote.

SECTION 5: “Rosa Parks Says No”—This biography piece recounts how Parks’ refusal to give up her seat to a white man on a public bus became one of the most famous actions in the fight for civil rights.
The Bill of Rights

This book takes a look at the Bill of Rights.

SECTION 1: “Meet the Bill of Rights”—This reference article introduces you to the basics of the Bill of Rights, including what it is and why it is important.

SECTION 2: “The 5 Freedoms”—A social studies article that describes in detail the basic freedoms listed in the First Amendment—the first part of the Bill of Rights.

SECTION 3: “Know Your Rights”—This informational text explains the importance of the nine additional amendments that make up the Bill of Rights.

SECTION 4: “Rapping on Rights”—A rap poem that presents the Bill of Rights in rhythm and rhyme.

SECTION 5: “We Protest”—A social studies article, which recounts the successful battle for freedom of speech waged by a brother, a sister, and a friend. These students took their case all the way to the Supreme Court and they won.

SECTION 5: “A Book That Changed the Nation”—A piece of narrative nonfiction that describes how Harriet Beecher Stowe’s novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin helped put an end to slavery in the United States.

820L—6 pack  9781285823898
950L—6 pack  9781285823904
1020L—6 pack  9781285823911
# National Geographic Ladders Bookroom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classroom Set for Grades 3–5</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 copies of each title/reading level/grade, 576 books total, plus 3 Teacher's Guides</td>
<td>9780736294430 $3,060.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-Copy Set for Grades 3–5</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 copy of each title/reading level/grade, 96 books total</td>
<td>9780736294447 $570.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## National Geographic Ladders Sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classroom Set</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 copies of each title, 192 books total, plus Teacher's Guide</td>
<td>9780736294454 $1,080.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-Copy Set</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 copy of each title/reading level, 32 books total</td>
<td>9781285822075 $200.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-Copy eBook + Print</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 copy each of 8 on-level titles plus 1 eBook each of 8 on-level titles, Grade 5 contains 1 copy each of 16 on-level titles plus 1 eBook each of 16 on-level titles</td>
<td>9781285822105 $80.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## National Geographic Ladders Science Bookroom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classroom Set for Grades 3–5</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 copies of each title / reading level, 648 books total</td>
<td>9781285824055 $3,442.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-Copy Set for Grades 3–5</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 copy of each title / reading level, 108 books total</td>
<td>9781285824062 $641.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## National Geographic Ladders Science Sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classroom Set</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 copies of each title / reading level, 216 books total</td>
<td>9781285824079 $1,215.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-Copy Set</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 of each title / reading level, 36 books total</td>
<td>9781285824086 $213.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-Copy eBook Set (On-Level)</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 of each on-level title, 12 eBooks total</td>
<td>9781285824100 $75.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-Copy Set and Single-Copy eBook Set (On-Level)</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 of each on-level title, 12 books and 12 eBooks total</td>
<td>9781285824247 $120.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Life Science Classroom Set</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 copies each of 4 titles / reading levels, 72 books total</td>
<td>9781285824718 $450.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Earth Science Classroom Set</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 copies each of 4 titles / reading levels, 72 books total</td>
<td>9781285824833 $450.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Science Classroom Set</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 copies each of 4 titles / reading levels, 72 books total</td>
<td>9781285824912 $450.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## National Geographic Ladders Social Studies Grade 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classroom Set</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 copies of each title / reading level, 162 books total</td>
<td>9781285822150 $911.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-Copy Set and Single-Copy eBook Set (On-Level)</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 of each on-level title, 9 books and 9 eBooks total</td>
<td>9781285822228 $90.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-Copy Set</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 of each title / reading level, 27 books total</td>
<td>9781285822217 $160.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-Copy eBook Set (On-Level)</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 of each on-level title, 9 eBooks total</td>
<td>9781285822211 $56.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## National Geographic Ladders Social Studies Grade 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classroom Set</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 copies of each title / reading level, 252 books total</td>
<td>9781285822655 $1,417.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-Copy Set and Single-Copy eBook Set (On-Level)</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 of each on-level title, 14 books and 14 eBooks total</td>
<td>9781285822723 $140.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-Copy Set</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 of each title / reading level, 42 books total</td>
<td>9781285822662 $249.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-Copy eBook Set (On-Level)</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 of each on-level title, 14 eBooks total</td>
<td>9781285822716 $87.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Native Americans Classroom Set</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 copies each of 4 titles / reading levels, 72 books total</td>
<td>9781285822754 $450.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Native Americans Single-Copy Set</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 of each title / reading level, 12 books total</td>
<td>9781285822761 $75.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## National Geographic Ladders Social Studies Grade 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classroom Set</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 copies of each title / reading level, 234 books total</td>
<td>9781285823379 $1,316.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-Copy Set and Single-Copy eBook Set (On-Level)</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 of each on-level title, 13 books and 13 eBooks total</td>
<td>9781285823447 $130.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-Copy Set</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 of each title / reading level, 39 books total</td>
<td>9781285823386 $221.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-Copy eBook Set (On-Level)</th>
<th>Grades 3–5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 of each on-level title, 13 eBooks total</td>
<td>9781285823430 $81.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**ORDERING OPTIONS**

For more options, contact your representative.

Digital catalog: [NGL.Cengage.com/catalogs](NGL.Cengage.com/catalogs)

---

**NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC LEARNING | CENGAGE Learning**

NGL.Cengage.com/Ladders

888-915-3276